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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL SPILLS INFORMATION REQUEST
 
 
 
 

Close Date:  Spill Number: 8707045CON ED FDR - QUEENSBRIDGE HSES
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY  NO ZIP PROVIDED12TH ST / 41ST AVE

 
ADDRESS CHANGE INFORMATION

NO CHANGERevised street:
NO CHANGERevised zip code:

 
 Spiller Phone: (212) 460-2066 Spiller:   CON EDISONCOMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIALSource of Spill:
Notifier Phone:   Notifier Name:    Local AgencyNotifier Type:
  Caller Phone: (718) 330-4581 Caller Agency:   NYCTATIMOTHY SLAUSONCaller Name:

 Contact Person Phone: (212) 460-2066Contact for more spill info:    JHOCONNEDEC Investigator:
 
Spill Class:            KNOWN RELEASE THAT CREATES POTENTIAL FOR FIRE OR HAZARD;DEC RESPONSE;UNABLE/UNWILLING RP;CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Penalty RecommendedMeets Cleanup StandardsCause of SpillDate Cleanup CeasedSpill Date
 

NONOEQUIPMENT FAILURE 11/17/1987
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Resource(s)QuantityQuantityMaterialMaterial
AffectedUnitsRecoveredUnitsSpilledClassSpilled

 
SEWERGALLONS2800GALLONS10000PETROLEUMUNKNOWN PETROLEUM

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Caller Remarks:      
 
OIL HAS BEEN NOTICED FOR SEVERAL WEEKS, COMES FROM DRAIN ON SUBWAY    PLATFORM.  SUSPECT AN ADJACENT HOUSING PROJECT AND CON ED
SITE.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DEC Investigator Remarks:   
 
Prior to Sept, 2004 data translation this spill Lead_DEC Field was "O’CONNELL"
 
APPENDIX B SITE 4a.
 
PIN job opened by Sullivan, Tomasello. After Con Ed signed Consent Order with NYSDEC in 1994, Con Ed took over remedial system
(several recovery wells pumping total fluids to oil/water separator).
 
6/8/95: Meeting with Con Ed to transfer clean up costs from DEC to CoN Ed. DEC will sirt through our file and pull out any
confidential info, then hand over a copy of file to Leon Paretsky. Fenley & Nicol will start billing Con Ed beginning July 1.
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History: DEC (F&N) installed system following complaints from NYCTA. Performed pump & treat for a period of time. Shut system
off, and oil started coming back into the subway. F&N needed to re-start the system but NYCHA had damaged the tanks while they
were doing work. They repaired system and restarted it.
 
Paretsky asked if F&N found any residual contamination around NYCHA fuel oil tanks. Pedneault determined from well samples that
contamination is 97% dielectric fluid, 3% fuel oil. Samples were taken from all wells.
 
System is multi-point recovery system on old marsh area. Silt makes effective radius of influence small. Oil/water is pumped to
oil/water, water is discharged to sewer system. System is pneumatic. Compressor and panel board are in NYCHA basement. Also,
Pedneault did analysis and found dissolved polybutene and/or alkylbenzene. (CAE)
 
7/21/98: Spoke with Yelena Skorobogatov (Con Ed Remediation). Agreed to allow Con Ed to modify monitoring program as follows:
 
1) perform monthly system checkups (excluding maintenance of ejector pumps)
2) Perform quarterly routine maintenance of ejector pumps (including removal and cleaning)
3) Perform quarterly monitoring of monitoring wells
4) submit semi-annual status reports (CAE)
 
2/1/00: phone call from Yelena Skorobogatov - contractor was doing monthly inspection of recovery system and found hole in
ejector line coming from one of the product only pumps. System was shut down, and all ejector pumps were pulled and taken to the
shop for repair. No evidence of any actual leakage of product from hole in line - hole was inside one of the manholes.
 
Measurement of oil levels in the wells showed that only one has recoverable thickness of product, other two wells have only a
film of oil. YS wants to put one ejector pump bakc in when repairs are completed, and sorbent socks in remaining wells. Operate
and monitor system for a few months to evaluate effectiveness. According to YS, approximately 2500 gallons of oil have been
recovered, most of it in the first 5 years of system operation (i.e., before Con Ed took system over). Recovery since then has
been negligible. Possibly its time to re-think the remedial system at this site. (JHO)
 
3/5/02: met at 21st St. subway station with Mark Warrell (Con Ed Remediation) and Mr. McCord (NYCTA). After a long process we
found the "vent room" where original spill had been reported by Transit. The room had some water on the floor, and some
biological slime, but no oil to speak of. I told Mark Warell that DEC will review Con Ed’s request to decomission the recovery
system. (JHO)
 
3/21/02: letter sent to Con Ed approving the decomissioning of the automated product recovery system, and initiation of a
quarterly monitoring and passive product recovery program. The letter indicated that Con Ed had to continue to submit quarterly
progress reports for the site. (JHO)
 
12/3/02: e-mail to Rich Perusse (Con Ed Remediation) indicating that no progress reports had been submitted since the March 1999
report. (JHO)
 
4/4/03: Formal work plan for system decommissioning submitted. (JHO)
 
4/22/03: Comment letter on WP sent to Con Ed. (JHO)
 
6/17/03: Con Ed submits Work Plan for VEFR and a Gauging/Groundwater Sampling Plan for review. Also, a revised Product Recovery
System Decommissioning Work Plan was submitted. (JHO)
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8/21/03: Confirmation received from Jacques Whitford Co. regarding number and frequency of VEFR, well gauging and sampling
events. One VEFR event is planned, and gauging/sampling will be conducted 3 times on a monthly basis after completion of the
VEFR. Letter approving the decommissioning work plan and the VEFR work plan sent to Con Ed. (JHO)
 
2/5/04: Site visit with Vito Mariani (Con Ed), Steve Saccacio (NYCHA)and Eleanor Capasso (Jacques Whitford Co.) - site
walk-through for contractors who are bidding on decommissioning job. In addition, 5 additional wells will be abandoned (FN-2,
FN-3, FN-4, FN-14 and PZ-2).  During gauging today product was found in well PZ-3 (at corner of building "B" where sump pit has
been impacted).  This well was VEFR’ed today. They will try to collect a sample from the sump for oil ID. Well decommissioning
method to be determined (i.e., overdrill and remove vs. grout-in-place). (JHO)
 
2/19/04: e-mail to Eleanor Capasso and Vito Mariani:
"I have reviewed the historical gauging info for the wells at this location. I think we can safely abandon the following wells:
 
FN-2
FN-3
FN-12
FN-13
FN-14
FN-15 (if you can locate it)
PZ-1
PZ-2
 
The preferred method of well abandonment is casing pulling. If that proves infeasible, the next preferred method would be
overdrilling. These methods are outlined in the "Groundwater Monitoring Well Decommissioning Procedures" guide, dated October
1996." (JHO)
 
9/8/04: Met on-site with Eleanor Capasso, Steve Saccacio and MEG. All piping and lines have been removed and conduits grouted.
Pull pit 1 is filled with grout. Pull pits 2 and 3 are to be filled to within 2" below grade with grout, then finished with
topsoil and seeded. Well FN-12 - the full casing was removed, and they are losing grout in the hole - gave permission to fill
with sand/gravel to 1’ above water table, then grout remainder. Well FN-13 - top 3’ of casing removed. To be grouted-in-place.
(JHO)
 
1/31/05: Decommissioning Report submitted for review. The following wells were abandoned:
FN-2, FN-3, FN-12, FN-13, FN-14, PZ-1 and PZ-2. In addition, the oil water separator and the oil storage tank were disconnected
and removed. All underground piping/air/product lines were pulled from their conduits and the pull pits were cemented.
 
Remaining wells (RW-1, PZ-3, FN-5, FN-6, FN-8, FN-9, FN-9A, FN-10 and FN-11) were subjected to VEFR on Feb 5, 2004 and were
subsequently gauged on April 13, Sept. 24, October 21 and Nov. 18, 2004. (JHO)
 
4/26/06: letter sent to Con Ed, excerpted below:
"Based on the results of long-term gauging of wells at the site, the Department agrees with the recommendations made in the
letter report, with the following caveats:
  The following wells should be properly abandoned utilizing NYSDEC-accepted procedures: FN-10, FN-11, MW-101 and RW-1.
  The following wells should be dropped from the monitoring program, but not abandoned, since they are the property of the

NYCHA: MW-102 and MW-103.
  The following wells should continue to be monitored on a quarterly basis for one year, following the completion of a VEFR

event: FN-5, FN-6, FN-8, FN-9, FN-9A, PZ-3.  Absorbent socks should be maintained in the wells between gauging events.  Following
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the completion of a VEFR event and one year of quarterly gauging, a summary of the results should be submitted to the Department
along with recommendations for further remediation or closure.
  A sample of the oil in the NYCHA sump should be collected as soon as possible and analyzed for PCBs and oil identification."

(JHO)
 
10/16/06: met on-site with Vito Mariani (Con Ed) and Jaime Pena (Shaw Environmental) to discuss procedures for well abandonment.
Shaw will be decommissioning wells FN-11, MW-101, FN-10 and RW-1.  The preferred method of decommissioning is to pull the casing.
In lieu of that method, they can over-drill and remove the top 5 feet of casing and grout the reminder of the well in place.  The
wells were to be gauged today, and will be subject to quarterly gauging and sampling beginning in December 2006.  Groundwater
samples from the 6 remaining wells (FN-5, FN-6, PZ-3. FN-8, FN-9 and FN-9A) should be analyzed for TPH via modified EPA method
8100, and for total benzene.  In addition, the sump in the boiler room (which was clean today) will be visually inspected for
product. A sample that was collected from the sump 2 weeks ago showed evidence of no. 2 fuel oil, which is the type of oil burned
in the NHCHA boilers. (JHO)
 


